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Sferic Maps – Quick-Start User Guide
Logging into Sferic Maps
1) Navigate in your browser to www.earthnetworks.com
2) Click on the LOG IN button on the top right of the page

3) On the Sign In page enter your EMAIL and PASSWORD

4) Click on Forget your password? if required.

5) Click on the SFERIC MAPS icon / name and your browser will open this product in a new tab.

Sferic Map Icons and Functionality

User Alter View Functions
Zoom In – allows the user to zoom in to a more detailed map
Zoom Out – allows the user to zoom out to view a wider perspective
View Fullscreen – allows the user to view the window in fullscreen mode

User Custom Views and Presentation Functions
- shows the default view or allows users to select a view that has been previously
saved
Save View – allows the user to save the current custom view

Undo View Changes – allows the user to undo any changes made to an existing view since it
was last saved
Collaboration – allows the user to broadcast his/her current view to others that have Sferic
Gold licenses or enter the collaboration code that was provided by the broadcast host to view
their broadcast
- allows the user to create a broadcast and provides a code to allow
other users to view the broadcast
- allows the user the ability to enter a code to view a broadcast
Slideshows – allows the user to create a slideshow of the different saved views that he/she
has created and saved
Screenshots – allows user to download details of or create a full page screenshot of their
current view
- allows the user to display a screenshot of their view in a new
window
- allows the user to download all data associated with their view

User Draw Functions
Draw a polyline – allows the user to draw a polyline over any part of the map area
Draw a polygon – allows the user to draw a polygon over any part of the map area
Draw a rectangle – allows the user to draw a rectangle over any part of the map area
Draw a marker – allows the user to add a marker to any area on the map

User Edit / Delete Functions
Edit layers – allows the user to edit any layer, point, line, and/or shape
Delete layers – allows the user to delete any layer, point, line, and/or shape from the map

User Settings Section
Settings – allows the user to toggle units between English and Metric
Language – allows the user to choose the language in which the content is displayed
Logout – allows the user to logout of Sferic Maps
Send Feedback – allows the user to send an email with a support question / need or to offer
product related feedback about Sferic Maps
Account User Name – displays the User Name
Sferic Map Version # – displays the version of Sferic Maps that is being used

Saving a Default View / Creating a Custom View
When a user first begins to use SFERIC MAPS, they will need to add data layers to the map based
on their use-case requirements. Save these views and even designate one as the default view so
that the layers do not need to be setup each time.
Saving your Custom Views:
1) Open the Map Layers navigation panel on the left side of the page via the compass icon to
choose the data points, countours, radars, etc. that you wish to view on the map

2) Choose the points you wish to see layered on the map – for this example, we will select the
Temperature Point and Radar layers while viewing the Washington D.C. metropolitan area

Notice that the Layer Profile section on the right hand side of the screen lists the layers that have
been selected and allows the user to make adjustments to the layer; animation of radar on/off,
opacity of the layer, toggle layer on/off, etc. Custom Views can be saved so that animation
automatically begins when a default / custom view is loaded
3) We can now click on the current View’s name and select + New View and New View 2 will
appear in the list of views. Note that this changes the current view to New View 2. Click
the Save View icon
and the New View 2 will now have saved the layers and settings
that are currently in effect in Sferic Maps.
4) Click on the current View’s name and click on the pen and paper icon
next to the view
you wish to edit. This will allow you to change the name of that view
5) Change the name as you see fit. In this example, it has been changed to “My Newest
Custom View”
6) You can create multiple custom views by following the steps above

Note –The Custom View displayed upon login will always be the last saved view.

Layer Profile and Map Data in Right Hand Navigation;
User Interaction with Base Maps, Data Points, Contours, and Layers
Users can interact with the data elements that they choose to layer on the map; each element
that is selected is available in the right hand navigation pane.

In the screenshot above, you can see that the Radar, Earth Networks Total Lightning, Total
Lightning Cell Tracks, and Temperature (Point) layers are active in the map view and therefore are
displayed in USER LAYERS on the right hand navigation pane.
A user can order the layers by dragging the

icon next to each layer up and down the list.

Alternatively, a user can set a specific layer to the top of the list via
they want to hide or show the icon by clicking the

. He/she can also decide if

icon next to each layer. Finally, a user can

take actions to animate
, increase/decrease opacity
clicking on the proper icons.

, or even remove the layer

by

Some layers have additional details or configurable values that can also be set in the USER LAYERS
section. Here is one example using the Earth Networks Total Lightning layer and clicking on the
plus sign below the

:

In this case, the user can determine how much of the historical lighting should appear on the map
based on the Lightning Times (the last 5, 15, 30, or up to 60 minutes). The Classification setting
determines if the user wants to see Cloud to Ground, In Cloud Lightning, or both Cloud to Ground
and In Cloud Lightning. The Lightning Type setting determines whether Pulse or Flash data is
displayed.

Map Data View in Right Hand Navigation Pane
It is also very important to note that there is much greaer detail available in the Map Data pane as
well. In this case we have an active Temperature (Point) layer and we have clicked on two of the
temperature observations on the map.

You will see that the station / temperature details are available in the MAP DATA pane to the right
(in the orange circle).
Additional detail can be seen for each station if you click on the

next to any or all stations.

You will see that more of the station / temperature details are available in the MAP DATA pane to
the right (in the orange circle).

Finally, if a user clicks on the link that is available in the station detail they will be able to see
current observations, forecast data, radar, historical data, and lots of additional content for the
individual station in its

- see orange circle in screenshot above.

This is the Online Weather Center page that loads:

Customized User Base Map in USER LAYERS
Users have many different preferences when it comes to the desired look of the base maps that
are used in any mapping platform. Because of this fact, Earth Networks wanted to provide the
user with a choice of base maps to choose from. These base maps are set by the user and views
will be saved on a per user basis.
To set your base map – open the USER LAYERS pane (Layer Profile Tab) in the right navigation
pane. You will see this at the bottom of the USER LAYER pane:

Click on the Change button.
You will see a number of base map options that you can choose from. Select a base map simply by
clicking on the one you would like to use. The screenshot below displays a sample of the available
maps. Be sure to scroll down to see all the options that are available.

Adding a GeoJSON Custom Drawing
In addition to creating custom base maps, it was deemed to be very important to allow users to
insert their own custom shapefile and GeoJSON files so that they would appear on the maps. Note
that this is available only via Sferic Maps Gold.
To add a GeoJSON layer:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Expand the Custom Layer section in the left navigation pane
Choose GeoJSON from the Type field picklist
Copy and paste GeoJSON code or upload a GeoJSON file into the preview pane
Name your layer in the Name: NEW LAYER area
Click the Save icon
Your new layer will be loaded on the map

Here is a sample drawing that displays points where there are ATM banks in Washington, DC. The
completed Custom Layer code is also visible in the left navigation pane.

NOTE: Many GeoJSON files exist and can be searched and downloaded from many online sites.
This example was found courtesy of https://github.com/benbalter/dcmaps/blob/master/maps/atm-banking.geojson

Collaboration in SFERIC MAPS
Collaboration in SFERIC MAPS Gold allows a user to share their screen or collaborate with any
other user that also has a SFERIC Gold license. The broadcaster shares their screen via a broadcast
key that is sent to the viewer(s). The viewer(s) simply enter the code and can then watch as the
broadcaster interacts with their map, plays a slideshow, or even sets up new views on the fly.
Here is how it works:
1) The designated broadcaster clicks on the Broadcast icon to start a New Broadcast

2) The broadcaster distributes the New Broadcast code (vkdy in this case) to those that
he/she wishes to collaborate with. NOTE: Each and every viewer also needs to have a
SFERIC Gold license.

3) The viewer(s) takes this code and clicks on the Broadcast icon and then View Broadcast link
in their version of SFERIC MAPS

4) The viewer(s) inserts the code that was provided by the broadcaster and hits Enter on the
keyboard

5) The broadcaster’s screen will now appear to the viewer(s) that entered this code until they
end the Broadcast or the broadcaster ends the sharing of their screen.

Map Data

Sferic Maps includes the following weather data:
Boundaries:
US States: Boundary lines for all fifty United States. Customers can customize the color
(from eight different color choices) and width (from five different width choices) for the
boundary lines.

US Counties: Boundary lines for the counties of all fifty United States. Customers can
customize the color (from eight different color choices) and width (from five different width
choices) for the boundary lines.

Current Observations:
Temperature: The current temperatures measured in degrees (available globally, includes

temperature data from the exclusive Earth Networks weather network).

Temperature Rate: The rate of change of the temperature across an hour, measured in
degrees Fahrenheit/hour (available globally, includes temperature data from the exclusive
Earth Networks weather network).

High Temperature: The current day’s high temperatures measured in degrees (available
globally, includes temperature data from the exclusive Earth Networks weather network).

Low Temperature: The current day’s low temperatures measured in degrees (available
globally, includes temperature data from the exclusive Earth Networks weather network).

Dew Point: The current dew points in which the atmosphere must be cooled to achieve
water vapor saturation measured in degrees (available globally, includes data from the
exclusive Earth Networks weather network).

Dew Point Depression: The difference between the temperature and dew point normalized
to sea level (available globally, includes data from the exclusive Earth Networks weather
network).

Wet Bulb Approximation: The approximation of the web bulb temperature is the coolest
temperature possible due to evaporation. Note that this is different from the Wet Bulb
Globe temperature, which takes more variables into account, such as sun and wind
(available globally, includes data from the exclusive Earth Networks weather network).

Humidity: The current humidity determining the amount of moisture in the atmosphere
measured in percentages (available globally, includes humidity data from the exclusive
Earth Networks weather network).

Heat Index: The current heat indices factoring humidity into temperature readings to
determine how warm the weather feels during summer weather measured in degrees
(available globally, includes data from the exclusive Earth Networks weather network).

Wind Chill: The current wind chill observations factoring wind into temperature readings
to determine how cold the weather feels during winter weather measured in degrees
(available globally, includes data from the exclusive Earth Networks weather network).

Wind Speed and Direction: The current wind speed and direction, measurement varies by
selected unit under Settings (available globally, includes data from the exclusive Earth
Networks weather network).

Hourly Wind Gust and Direction: The past hour’s highest wind speed, measurement
varies by selected unit under Settings (available globally, includes data from the exclusive
Earth Networks weather network).

Daily Wind Guest and Direction: The current day’s highest wind speed, measurement
varies by selected unit under Settings (available globally, includes data from the exclusive
Earth Networks weather network).

Rain Rate: The current rate of rainfall, measurement varies by selected unit under Settings
(generally in a measurement per hour such as inches per hour, available globally, includes
rain data from the exclusive Earth Networks weather network).

Daily Rain: The current day’s rain totals, measurement varies by selected unit under
Settings (available globally, includes rain totals from the exclusive Earth Networks weather
network).

Sea Level Pressure: The current sea-level adjusted barometric pressure readings,
measurement varies by selected unit under Settings (available globally, includes data from
the exclusive Earth Networks weather network).

Sea Level Pressure Rate: The pressure rate normalized to sea level. According to Earth
Networks meteorologists, the pressure rate used on the Earth Networks weather network is
always normalized to sea level (available globally, includes data from the exclusive Earth
Networks weather network).

Pollen: The current pollen count measured on a scale of 0 to 12.5 (United States only, data
source from Pollen.com).

Radar & Satellite:
Radar: The current reflectivity radar mosaic (Level III NEXRAD). Includes winter
precipitation typing differentiating between rain, snow, and wintry mixed precipitation.
Winter precipitation typing utilizes temperature data from the exclusive Earth Networks
weather network to more accurately fine-tune the contours between winter precipitation
typing differences (United States and Canada only).

\

Forecast Radar (U.S.): The forecast precipitation/reflectivity radar mosaic (data from
Level III NEXRAD) for the next two hours in ten-minute intervals. Includes winter
precipitation typing differentiating between rain, snow, and wintry mixed precipitation.
Winter precipitation typing utilizes temperature data from the exclusive Earth Networks
weather network to more accurately fine-tune the contours between winter precipitation
typing differences (United States Only).

PulseRad: The current reflectivity mosaic of the exclusive Earth Networks PulseRad radar
alternative based on lightning intensity from the Earth Networks Total Lightning Network.
PulseRad is especially useful in geographic areas where traditional radar is difficult or
impossible to reach (available globally). More information about PulseRad is available here.

Single Site Radar: The current radar data (Level III NEXRAD) available at single radar
sites (United States only). After selecting the Single Site Radar option, one will need to
choose the radar site one wishes to view radar data from. Each radar site contains a fourletter callsign (similar in design to a television station’s callsign).
The following single site radar data layers are available in Sferic Maps:
Base Reflectivity: The current reflectivity displaying the intensity of precipitation or a storm
in (measured in DBZ). Unlike the radar mosaic, single site radar data is not smoothed but
offered in its original format.

Base Velocity: The current radar-indicated winds blowing toward and away from the radar
site, beneficial for detecting wind shear during a severe weather event (measured in knots).

Storm Relative Velocity: The current radar-indicated winds blowing toward and away from
the radar site, not including the motion of the storm, beneficial for detecting wind shear
during a severe weather event (measured in knots).

The following SCIT (Storm Cell Identification and Tracking) data layers from the National
Weather Service are available in Sferic Maps:
Storm Tracks: Storm Tracks are generated by the National Weather Service (displayed on
the map as pink arrows) to determine the direction of the storm. Clicking on a Storm Track
displays more information about the storm under Map Data.

Meso Cyclones: Meso Cyclone indicators determine areas of intense wind shear which can
be a precursor for severe thunderstorms and tornadoes.
Hail Index: Hail Index indicators determine areas of potential hail occurring in a storm, as
well as the estimated size of the hail (monitored in inches or portions of an inch).

TVS/ETVS: TVS (Tornado Vortex Signature) and ETVS (Elevated Tornado Vortex
Signature) indicators determine areas of intense wind shear which can be a precursor for
tornadoes. ETVS indicators determine intense wind shear in upper elevations in the
atmosphere. TVS indicators determine intense wind shear extending to the base of the
storm, a strong indication of the potential for a tornado.

Storm Cell Info: Information regarding a storm cell issued by the National Weather
Service.

Global IR Satellite: The current infrared satellite (available during the day or night),
displaying cloud cover (available globally).

European IR Satellite: The current infrared satellite (available during the day or night),
displaying cloud cover (Europe only).

North America IR Satellite: The current infrared satellite (available during the day or
night), displaying cloud cover (United States, Canada, Mexico, and Central America only).

North America Visible Satellite: The current visible satellite (available during the day
only), displaying cloud cover (United States, Canada, Mexico, and Central America only).

Severe Weather:
Rain Water Accumulation: Rain accumulations over the past 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 hours
(Continental United States only). Layers have different default opacities to allow for visual
distinction when multiple are enabled. Older layers are more transparent.

Snow Amount: Snow accumulations over the past 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 hours (Continental
United States only). Layers have different default opacities to allow for visual distinction
when multiple are enabled. Older layers are more transparent.

Snow Amount Forecast: A weather forecast model showing snowfall amount possibilities
over the next 0-6, 6-12, 12-18, and 18-24 hours, measured in inches (United States only).

Snow Probability Forecast: A weather forecast model showing the probability of snow
over the next 0-24, 25-48, and 49-72 hours in increments greater than 4, 8, or 12 inches,
measured in percentages (United States only).

Freezing Rain Probability Forecast: A weather forecast model showing the probability of
freezing rain greater than .25” over the next 0-24, 25-48, or 49-72 hours, measured in
percentages (United States only).

Flood: A weather forecast model showing the probability of river flood. These estimates are
based on the current soil moisture and stream flow conditions for the area. Flash Flood
Guidance is issued by National Weather Service (NWS) River Forecast Centers and is used
by NWS Weather Forecast Offices when issuing Flash Flood Watches and Warnings.
Significant River Flood Outlook

Flash Flood Guidance

Lightning: Current lightning data from the exclusive Earth Networks Total Lightning
Network (available globally). Lightning Type can be viewed as a Flash or Pulse. Lightning
Times can be viewed over the past 1, 5, 15, 30, and 60 minutes. Lightning Classification can
be viewed as Cloud To Ground, In Cloud, or Both. More information about the Earth
Networks Total Lightning Network is available here.

Lightning Cell Tracks: The current path and direction of lightning strikes using lightning
data from the exclusive Earth Networks Total Lightning Network. Lightning flashes per
minute are displayed on a color scale ranging from 2.5 to 50 (available globally).

Lightning Polygons: A polygon with vertices around the area of the severe weather for the
duration of the alert. The alerted area’s severe weather is related to a lightning cell with a
rate of lightning greater than twenty-five flashes per minute (available globally).

Local Storm Reports: Current storm reports from the National Weather Service
SKYWARN storm spotter program (United States only).

Storm Reports include the following types:
•

Drought

•

Dense Smoke

•

Wildfire

•

Dense Fog

•

Dust Storm

•

Marine Dense Fog

•

Volcanic Ash

•

Volcanic Ashfall

•

Hail

•

Marine Hail

•

Hurricane/Typhoon

•

Hurricane

•

Marine Hurricane/Typhoon

•

Marine Tropical Depression

•

Marine Tropical Storm

•

Tropical Storm

•

Freezing Rain

•

Ice Storm

•

Marine Heavy Freezing Spray

•

Sleet

•

Lightning

•

Marine Lightning

•

Avalanche

•

Blizzard

•

Cold/Wind Chill

•

Heavy Snow

•

Lake Effect Snow

•

Snow

•

Winter Storm

•

Winter Weather

•

Heat

•

Excessive Heat

•

Extreme Cold/Wind Chill

•

Extreme Wind Chill

•

Extreme Cold

•

Freeze

•

Frost/Freeze

•

Funnel Cloud

•

Tornado

•

Water Spout

•

Debris Flow

•

Flash Flood

•

Flood

•

Heavy Rain

•

Storm Surge

•

Storm Surge/Tide

•

Astron Low Tide

•

Coastal Flood

•

High Surf

•

High Astron Tides

•

Lakeshore Flood

•

Rip Current

•

Seiche

•

Sneaker Wave

•

Tsunami

•

Downburst

•

High Winds

•

High Sustained Winds

•

Marine Thunderstorm Winds

•

Marine High Winds

•

Marine Strong Winds

•

Marine Thunderstorm Winds

•

Non-Thunderstorm Wind Damage

•

Non-Thunderstorm Wind Gust

•

Strong Wind Gust

•

Thunderstorm Winds

•

Thunderstorm Wind Damage

•

Thunderstorm Wind Gust

Storm reports can be narrowed down to only display the following categories:
•

Coastal

•

Severe

•

Wind

•

Flood

•

Temperature

•

Winter

•

Other

Clicking on a storm report displays additional information concerning the storm report
under Map Data.

Tropical:
Atlantic-Active Storms: A look at the current active tropical-related storms in the Atlantic
from the National Hurricane Center (available in the Atlantic Ocean region only).

Atlantic-Historical Storms: A look at previous tropical-related storms in the Atlantic from
the National Hurricane Center (available in the Atlantic Ocean region only).

Pacific-Active Storms: A look at the current active tropical-related storms in the Pacific
from the National Hurricane Center (available in the Pacific Ocean region only).

Pacific-Historical Storms: A look at previous tropical-related storms in the Pacific from
the National Hurricane Center (available in the Pacific Ocean region only).

Alerts:
NWS: Weather alerts from the National Weather Service (United States only).

NWS alerts can be displayed using the following categories:
•

Most Recent: Recent alerts issued from the National Weather Service.

•

Civil Emergency: Alerts related to the overall civil safety of citizens.

•

Coastal: Alerts related to marine and boating in coastal areas.

•

Tropical: Alerts related to tropical weather such as Tropical Storms or Hurricanes.

•

Fire: Alerts related to fire dangers during extreme dry conditions.

•

Non-Precipitation: Alerts not involving precipitation such as a Lake Wind Advisory.

•

Winter: Alerts related to winter weather such as a Winter Weather Advisory or
Winter Storm Warning.

•

Flood: Alerts related to flooding such as a Flood Advisory.

•

Severe: Alerts related to severe weather such as a Severe Thunderstorm Warning or
Tornado Warning.

Earth Networks DTA: Earth Networks Dangerous Thunderstorm Alerts (DTA) are
weather alerts based on the Earth Networks Total Lightning Network providing
approximately 45 minutes of advanced warning to major severe weather events, 50% faster
than traditional severe weather alerts. Displays on the map as purple polygons (available
globally, exclusive to Earth Networks). More information about Earth Networks DTA is
available here.

The majority of the weather data map layers available in Sferic Maps are available as
contours, which are graphical representations of various weather data layers. Current
Observations weather data map layers also available as points, which are numerical
representations of the observations weather data layers.

